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Problem Characteristics 
• Imbalanced Training Data Since mineral occurrences are rare, there 

are far more negative training samples than positive. 
• Training Label Uncertainty No mineralization does not always mean 

there is none - only that it hasn’t been found.  
• Training Data Uncertainty All data have uncertainty, whether from 

instruments, subjectivity, or variations in data quality. 
• Big Data Large regions and many data = large databases!
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Advanced Geoscience Targeting: 
Given geoscience data and known existing resource locations,  

find a mapping function to approximate the relationship between the data  
and the occurrences such that new occurrences can be targeted  

by predicting the resource potential in new regions

Mineral Prospectivity Mapping 
Over the last 20 years mineral exploration has begun adopting 
advanced data mining techniques to assimilate large data sets and 
identify prospective targets. The goal is to learn the mapping 
function which can predict the existence or absence of economic 
mineralization from a compilation of geoscience datasets. 

Mathematically, the problem can be stated as follows: Given 
geoscience data X,  and known mineralization  y, find a 
mapping function f(X) to approximate the relationship between 
the data and the mineralization occurrences such that it can be 
used to predict mineral potential on a new dataset Xnew.

Support Vector Machines 
Since they were first proposed in the 1990s, support vector 
machines (SVM) have gained considerable popularity for 
numerous machine learning applications. As a maximum margin 
algorithm, the basic goal for any SVM is to learn the function 
which optimally separates the data in feature space. In the simplest 
case, this constitutes solving the following convex optimization 
problem for the weights w which specify the 
separating hyperplane:

This can be generalized to 
handle non-separable problems 
and non-linear relationships via 
kernel transformations. 

Uncertainty Management 
Training Label Uncertainty can be added to the standard SVM formulation via the addition of weights on the penalty term inversely proportional to 
the training label uncertainty (𝜖).  

Training Data Uncertainty can be incorporated via the addition of an extra penalty term in the SVM objective function. Under the assumption of 
gaussian errors and known variances, 𝚺, the additional term aims to minimize the normalized difference between the observed data, Xobs, and the true 
data, X. With the addition of these two terms the optimization problem therefore becomes:

Multi-Disciplinary Geoscience Data 
The variation in available geoscience datasets presents a number of challenges, including both spatial and numerical representation, as well as interpretation. 
Different survey designs and sampling schemes result in varied spatial influence, and each dataset will inherently bear it’s own uncertainty dependent on the 
specifics of the measurement.

Varied spatial representations of the data Different sampling schemes for different data Numerical representation Different data types
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Results & Conclusions 
Numerous machine learning algorithms exist, however regardless 
of the method all are plagued by the existence of uncertainties in 
both the training data and training labels (known mineralization 
occurrences). To address this an algorithm was developed based on 
support vector machines which explicitly incorporates these 
uncertainties into the objective function. 

This added functionality allows for the incorporation of important 
additional information when learning the relationship between 
inherently noisy geoscience data and known mineralization 
occurrences (of various degrees).  

Determining proper values for the uncertainties remains a 
challenge in the absence of  raw statistical quantities, however a 
rough estimate based on expert knowledge can still add crucial 
information to the mineral prospectivity mapping problem.
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